Echo UCAP can work Offline (not connected to the internet)-

In order to use the Echo UCAP application the first time it is installed, it asks you to login to the Echo server. After checking to see that you have an account, you then have the option of recording while connected to the network OR you can record without the computer being connected. To use UCAP without an internet connection, first start UCAP while connected, then select Work Offline from the Help menu:

A notice on the UCAP screen will then show you that you are working offline.

Recordings aren’t uploaded until you reconnect to the internet/network.

Upload videos automatically with UCAP-

With Echo UCAP, any recording you make is uploaded to the Echo server. If you don’t specify where the recording should go, it is loaded into a general Library/Collection area. From there, you can publish it into a current course. To specify where the upload a recording to, select the pen icon on the top left of the UCAP screen. It opens up a screen where you can title it AND tell UCAP where the recording should go. If you don’t want it to go to your Library, select from the drop-down box and choose a current course:

Editing the recording-

With UCAP, there is no editing until it has been uploaded on to the server. Once uploaded, you can edit the video.

Because the editor was just released, please go to these pages for more info:

Upload mp4 videos via Echo360-

Login to Echo 360 [https://echo360.org], with your UML credentials.

Please follow the following tutorial for the rest:

https://echo360.org/media/5d4f47e7-1342-439c-ab67-3b13544a6068/public